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This paper designs a new control law to control directly the power output of a doubly fed 
induction generator wind turbine. The proposed control law is based on Linear Quadratic 
Regulation for both grid side and rotor side converter; the rotor side converter’s controller is to 
get the maximum power output of the wind turbine and reference reactive power in the stator 
winding side while the grid side converter's controller aims to remain a constant voltage on the 
DC link and a constant reactive power output in the grid side converter. The proposed method 
is evaluated by simulating a 1.5-MW doubly fed induction generator wind turbine in 
MATLAB/Simulink environment. From simulation results, we can be seen that by using the 
suggested controllers, the errors between the reference values and actual values are smaller than 
that of a proportional—integral controller. Therefore, the doubly fed induction generator wind 
turbine with proposed controllers has a good performance. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Generally, a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has been used popularly in wind 

turbines, especially in large-scale wind turbine and large wind farms. The main reason is 

that the DFIG wind turbine can work in variable speed to extract maximum power from 

wind energy; it is interfaced to the connected grid through a partial scale back-to-back 

converter, approximate 30% of DFIG capacity [1], [2]. However, since DFIG has two 

output sides including the stator side and the rotor side, the control of DFIG wind turbine is 

quite complicated.  

Until now, many control laws have been proposed for DFIG wind turbine with different 

control purposes. A conventional controller using PI control has been well-known in 

literature [2], [3]. This controller normally consists of an internal loop and an external loop; 

the external loop is to adjust power/speed/torque by determining the desired rotor current 

from errors between the actual power/speed/torque and their references; the internal loop is 

to adjust rotor current to the desired rotor current. However, determining parameters for PI 

controller is not easy, in some case; these parameters need to be adapted [4]. Sliding mode 

control was also introduced to replace PI controllers and it can track reference value quite 

good; however, for the use of the sliding mode control, chattering problem must be 

considered carefully; moreover, it is hard to be implemented in practice because of 

multiplying measurement noises by differential equations. Intelligent controller using 

Fuzzy, neural network… were also suggested [5], [6], [7]. For the Fuzzy based controller, 

propose fuzzy sets and fuzzy laws must be defined carefully while the neural network-

based controller requires a training process. A simple controller which is based Linear 
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Quadratic Regulator (LQR) was proposed for DFIG [8], [9], [10], [11]. In [8], LQR was 

implemented to design the pitch controller of DFIG wind turbine; LQR or advanced LQR-

based controllers were also designed to adjust the rotor flux [9] and rotor current [10], [11] 

of DFIG In [10] and [11], two control loops were used, the outerloop is to calculate directly 

the reference rotor current from the reference power and the interloop adjusts the rotor 

current following the output of the outer loop by LQR.  

In this paper, we are going to implement LQR for directly controlling the power output 

in the stator side via the rotor side converter, the DC voltage on the DC link and the 

constant reactive power output in the grid side via the grid side converter. This controller is 

verified by simulating a 1.5MW DFIG wind turbine in Matlab/simulink. Simulation results 

are compared to the case of a PI controller. 

 

2.  Notation 
 

Constants: 

 � Blade length of wind turbine, 

� Air density, �� Speed of stator flux in DFIG, �� and �� Resistance and inductance of the stator winding, 

�� and �� Resistance and inductance of the rotor winding, �� Mutual inductance, �� and �� Resistance and inductance of filter at the grid side converter, 

	
 Capacitor of filter at the grid side converter, � Capacitor on DC link, � Identify matrix � � �. 

  

Variables: 

 �� Wind speed, �� Rotor speed, 

�� Power coefficient of wind turbine, �� Mechanical power, 

β Pitch angle, 

λ the tip speed ratio, �� � ���� �����  Voltage at the stator winding terminal in dq frame, �� � ���� �����   Voltage at the rotor winding terminal in dq frame, 

�� � ���� ����� Current in the stator winding in dq frame, �� � ���� ����� Current in the rotor winding in dq frame, ��� Voltage on DC link, � � �� � � ���  Voltage at the AC side of the grid side converter in dq frame, � � �� � � ��� Current output of the grid side converter in dq frame, �� and �� Active power output in the stator and rotor side, 

!� Reactive power output in the stator side, "  , �  and !  Apparent, active and reactive power output in the grid side. 
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3. DFIG-Wind Turbine 

 
A DFIG wind turbine [1], [12] is interfaced to an alternating current grid through a 

partial back-to-back converter which consists of a rotor side converter (RSC), a grid side 

converter (GSC) and a DC link, as shown in Figure 1. Normally, the GSC is interfaced to 

the power system through a filter. 

 
Figure 1: Configuration of DFIG wind turbine connecting to a grid. 

 

3.1. Wind turbine 

 

Mechanical power on the wind turbine shaft at wind speed �� is computed as: 

�� � 1
2 &��'��(), *+��,                                                                                                                   (1+ 

where, C.(λ, β+ depends on both β and λ which is determined by 

) � ���
�� .                                                                                                                                              (2+ 

Practically, as β is kept at constant, C. has a maximum point at a specific λ. When ��  is 

over the rated value, �� will be over the rated value so we need to increase β to reduce �� 

such that we can remain ��in its permissible operation range. By contrast, β is kept at a 

minimum value and we adjust �� to obtain maximum power coefficient. Suppose that as β � 0, �� approaches to ���34 at λ � λ5�6 , �� automatically becomes the maximum 

mechanical power ��34:  

��34 � 1
2 &��'���34��, � 75�6��5�6, ,                                                                                          (3+ 

where,  

75�6 � 1
2 &��9 ���34

)5�6, ,   ��5�6 � )5�6�� �   .                                                                                   (4+ 

As state in [12], the locus of maximum power point (maximum power point tracking ����6) 

is  ����6 � 75�6��,.                                                                                                                                 (5+ 
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3.2. DFIG 

 

In the dq frame, the DFIG can be described as [1]: 

�� � ���� + ��
=��=> + ��

=��=> + ��?(���� + ����+,                                                                   (6+ 

�� � ���� + ��
=��=> + ��

=��=> + ��A?(���� + ����+,                                                                (7+ 

A � 1 − ����  ,                                                                                                                                         (8+ 

where  ? � E0 −11 0 F . 
 

We suppose that the stator winding’s resistance can be ignored, i.e., �� � 0, the stator flux 

is kept at a constant, and the d-axis of the dq-frame is aligned with the stator flux vector. 

Hence, we can get [12] 

���� + ���� � 1
��

��� 0�� ,                                                                                                              (9+ 

��
=��=> + ��

=��=> � 0,                                                                                                                       (10+ 

��� !��� � ���� � −�H��� + 1
����

���' 0�� ,                                                                            (11+ 

where, �� � I��I and �H� � JK
JL �� . 

Lemma 1. A state-space representation of the active power �� and the reactive power !� 

on the stator side is given by:  =M�=> � N�M� + O��� + P�                                                                                                               (12+ 

where:  

M� � ��� !���, N� � − QR
S T' − ��?,  O� � − UVL

S ,                                                            (13) 

 P� � ULW
JLXL EQR

S ��F� + UVLW
S A�0 1�� − ���H�?��, Y � �� − JKW

JL                                       (14) 

 

Proof. By substituting (8), (9) and (10) into (7), we have =��=> � N��� + 1
Y �� + Z� ,                                                                                                                (15+ 

where 

Z� � − �H�Y A�0 1�� + ��?��.                                                                                                        (16+ 

Then, from (11) and (15), we have =M�=> � −�H� =��=> � −N��H��� − �H�Y �� − �H�Z�                                                                                         
� N�M� − �H�Y �� − N�

1
����

���' 0�� − �H�Z� ,                                                                   (17+ 

where 

N�
1

����
���' 0�� � ��'

���� N��1 0�� � − ��'
���� [��Y ��\�.                                                          

Hence, it’s easy to get (12).  

 

When all power losses are neglected, the power output in the total of the generator is 

described by: 
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�] � �� + �� � (1 − A+�� � XR
XL ��.                                                                                                (18+       

  

3.3 Back-to-back converter interfacing to the connected grid 

 

In the dq frame which d axis is aligned with the stator voltage, the back-to-back-

converter interfacing the connected grid through a filter was described in [12]: =� => � ^− ���� T' − ��?_ � + 1
�� � − 1

�� E��0 F,                                                                          (19+ 

=���=> � 1
���� `�� − � a,                                                                                                                   (20+ 

" � � + b! � ��c ̂ � ��(� � − b� �+ � ��� � − b��� �.                                                      (21+ 

Lemma 2. The state-space representation of the back-to-back-converter interfacing the 

connected grid through a filter is described as: =M => � N e + O � + Z ,                                                                                                            (22+ 

where 

M � �M f e '�� � Eg
'

�UhiW
�6 ! F�

, N� � − Qj
Jj k' − ��?,                                                    (23) 

O � − UL
Jj k',  Z � l−��N + ULW

Jj + �mR
�6 n E10F.                                                                           (24+ 

 

Proof. From (20) and (21), it is easy to obtain: �
2

=���'
=> � �� − � � −��� � + ��                                                                                                   (25+ 

and  ! � −� ���.                                                                                                                                     (26+ 

Hence,  

M � −��� + �� E10F ,                                                                                                                      (27+ 

=M => � −��
=� => + =��=> E10F,                                                                                                              (28+ 

From (19), (27), and (28), we have =M => � ^− ���� k' − ��?_ oM − p� E10Fq − ���� rs + ���� E��0 F + =��=> E10F.                                 (29+ 

From (29), we can obtain (22). 

 

4. Controller design 

 

4.1. RSC controller  

 

The control objective of RSC is in order that the wind turbine operates on the locus of 

maximum power point and unity power factor in the stator side. To obtain maximum power 

output, �] should be equal to ����6  and from (18) we can obtain the reference value of ��  as 

���]� � ���� ����6 � ���� 75�6��, � 75�6����'.                                                                           (30+ 

Hence, RSC controller aims to 

M� → M��]� � u0 75�6����'v� .                                                                                                   (31+ 

To obtain this purpose, we use a new variable w� ∈ yz�{ and we design �� � w� − O�|fP� ,                                                                                                                            (32+ 
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(12) becomes =M�=> � N�e� + O�}�.                                                                                                                       (33+ 

Let introduce a new variable 

~� � � (M��]� − M�+=�6
� ,                                                                                                               (34+  

where ~� ∈ yz�{. It means that 
�~�
�6 � M��]� − M�.                                                                                                                      (35) 

Hence, the system becomes =
=> EM�~�F � [ N� �'�'−T' �'�'\ EM�~�F + [ O��'�'\ w� + [�'�'T' \ M��]� .                                                   (36+ 

In the steady state, (36) satisfies 

[ N� �'�'−T' �'�'\ E M��~��F + [ O��'�'\ w�� + [�'�'T' \ M��]�� �0,                                                  (37) 

where M��, ~��, w��and M��]�� are variables’ value in the steady state. From (36) and 

(37), we have =M�3=> � N�3M�3 + O�3w�3 + �� ,                                                                                                   (38+ 

where 

M�3 � EM�~�F − E M��~��F, w�3 � w� − w��,                                                                                   (39) 

N�3 � [ N� �'�'−T' �'�'\, O�3 � [ O��'�'\, �� � [�'�'T' \ `M��]� − M��]��a.                                   (40+     

�� can be considered as a white noise. We design a feedback signal  w�3 � −��3M�3                                                                                                                                (41+ 

such that the cost function ��3 becomes minimize 

��3 � � (M�3���3M�3 + w�3�y�3w�3+=��
� ,                                                                              (42) 

where ��3 ≥ 0, ��3 ∈ ���� and y�3 ≥ 0, y�3 ∈ �'�'. ��3 will be minimize if there exits a 

matrix p�3 satisfying the Riccati equation [13] 

N�3�p�3 + p�3N�3 − p�3O�3y�3|fO�3�p�3 + ��3 � 0,                                                      (43) 

and the matrix ��3 

��3 � y�3|fO�3�p�3 � y�3|fO�3� [pff pf'p'f p''\ � ��m� ����,                                        (44) 

where �m� � y�3|fO��pff and ��� � y�3|fO��pf'. Hence, 

w� � −��3 EM�~�F + ��m� ���� EM��~��F + w��.                                                                         (45+     

If we set ~�� � ~�� − ���(M�� − M��+,                                                                                         (46) 

with M��, ~��  are variables’ initial value, 

then 

w� � −��3 EM�~�F + �m�M�� + ���(~�� − ���(M�� − M��++ + w��                                             
� −��3 EM�~�F + (�m� + ������+M�� + ���~�� − ������M�� + w��                                  
� −��3 E M�~�F + ��m� + ������ T'�  EM��w��F + �−������ ����  E M��~��F.                  (47+ 

By using (37), (47) becomes 

w� � −��m� ���� EM�~�F + ���]�M��]� + �−������ ����  EM��~��F                                    (48+ 

where 
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���]� � ��m� + ������ T'�  [N� O�T' �'�'\|f [�'�'T' \.                 (49) 

 

4.2. GSC controller 

 

The main objective of GSC controller is to remain ���  and !  at constant values. It 

means M → M �]� � �0 ! �]��� .                                                                                                           (50+ 

To obtain this purpose, in here, we design �  as 

� � w − O |fZ .                                                                                                                           (51+ 

(22) becomes =M => � N M + O w .                                                                                                                      (52+ 

Let’s introduce a new variable 

~� � � (M �]� − M +=�6
� ,                                                                                                                (53+  

where ~� ∈ �'�f. It means that 
�~�

�6 � M �]� − M .                                                                                                                        (54) 

Hence, the system becomes =
=> [M ~ \ � [ N �'�'−T' �'�'\ [M ~ \ + [ O �'�'\ w + [�'�'T' \ M �]� .                                                  (55+ 

In the steady state, (55) satisfies 

[ N �'�'−T' �'�'\ [M �~ �\ + [ O �'�'\ w � + [�'�'T' \ M �]� � 0.                                                        (56) 

Hence, the system becomes =M 3=> � N 3M 3 + O 3w 3.                                                                                                            (57+ 

where 

 M 3 � [M ~ \ − [M �~ �\, w 3 � w − w �,  N 3 � [ N �'�'−T' �'�'\, O 3 � [ O �'�'\ .             (58) 

Here, we design a feedback signal  w 3 � −� 3M 3                                                                                                                               (59+ 

such that the cost function � 3 becomes minimize 

� 3 � � (M 3�� 3M 3 + w 3�y 3w 3+=��
� ,                                                                             (60) 

where � 3 ≥ 0, � 3 ∈ ���� and y 3 ≥ 0, y 3 ∈ �'�'. � 3 will be minimize if there exits 

a matrix � 3 satisfying the Riccati equation [9] 

N 3�� 3 + � 3N 3 − � 3O 3y 3|fO 3�� 3 + � 3 � 0,                                                      (61) 

and the matrix � 3 

� 3 � y 3|fO 3�� 3 � y 3|fO 3� [�ff �f'�'f �''\ � ��m �� �,                                       (62) 

where �m � y 3|fO ��ff and �� � y 3|fO ��f'. Hence, 

w � −� 3 [ M ~ \ + � 3 [ M ~ \ + w �                                                                                          (63+     

In here, we set 

 ~s� � ~s� − ��s(Ms� − Ms�+,                                                                                             (64) 

then 

w � −� 3 [M ~ \ + ��m + �� �� T'�  [M �w �\ + �−�� �� �� �  [ M �~� �\ .           (65+ 
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From (56) 

w � −��m �� � [M ~ \ + � �]�M �]� + �−�� ��s �� �  [M �~ �\,                               (66+ 

where 

� �]� � ��m + �� ��s T'�  [N O T' �'�'\|f [�'�'T' \.                                                     (67) 

From (30)-(66), we have control diagram of DFIG wind turbine as Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Control system of DFIG wind turbine  

5. Verification 

 To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed controllers, in this research, a DFIG wind turbine is simulated in Matlab/simulink. The DFIG-wind turbine is controlled such that it can generate maximum power and supply to the connected grid with unity power factor. In this verification, two cases of wind speed, step/ramp and varying wind speed, are considered. Simulation results of the DFIG wind turbine using the proposed controllers are compared to that using PI-controllers. In this research, we use the DFIG wind turbine with parameters as Table 1.  Table 1: Parameters of DFIG wind turbine Parameters Symbol Value in Standard units Per units The inductance of rotor winding �� 2.144mH 3.056pu The inductance of stator winding �� 2.154mH 3.071pu The mutual inductance �� 2.034mH 2.9pu The resistance of rotor winding ��  1.102 mΩ 0.005pu Stator voltage �� 575V  1pu The resistance of filter ��  3.306mΩ 0.015pu 
The inductance of filter �� 0.0105mH 0.015pu 
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We choose ��3 � 100T' · 0.01T', y�3 � 10|�T', ��� � �'�' . � 3 � T�, y 3 � T', �� � �'�'. . 
From these parameters, we can get 
�m� � −999.995T', ��� � E 1 −0.00030.0003 1 F ,  ���]� � E−1000 0.3−0.3 −1000F, 

�m � −1, �� � E0.9999 −0.01480.0148 0.9999 F , ���]� � E−1.015 0.015−0.015 −1.015F. 
 5.1. Step/ramp wind speed  In this subsection, suppose that wind speed profile at the wind turbine is shown in Figure 3. Simulation results are demonstrated in Figure 4 and Figure 5 

 Figure 3: Step/ramp wind speed profile 

 

 Figure 4: A comparison of the errors of controllers as the wind speed is step/ramp.  As can be seen from Figure 4, the errors of the proposed controller are very small, less than 1% for both the rotor side and grid side controller. It means the active and reactive power in the stator side are satisfied the reference values, �� → ���]� �
��75�6��' and !� → !��]� � 0. Likely, the derivative of ���'  on the DC link and the 
reactive power in the grid side are almost equal to zero. Comparing to the case of the PI controller, the proposed controllers have a better performance.  
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Figure 5: Performance of DFIG wind turbine with the proposed controllers for step/ramp wind speed.  From Figure 5, we can see that the rotor speed follows the variation of the wind speed. However, due to no wind speed sensor is used, at the 60s the rotor speed responses slowly than the wind speed change. Thanks to the proposed controllers, the active power supplying to the connected grid by the DFIG wind turbine reaches to rated value as the wind speed at rated speed 12m/s. Both reactive power in the stator side and the grid side are equal to zero so the reactive power supplying to the connected grid is zero. It means the DFIG-wind turbine exchange to the connected grid with unity power factor.   
5.2. Variable wind speed 

 

In this section, we suppose that the wind profile varies as Figure 6. Simulation results 

are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Figure 7 indicates that the errors, (���]� − ��+ and 

(!��]� − !�+, of the proposed controller applying to the rotor side converter is smaller than 

that of the PI control while the errors of the proposed controller applying to the grid side 

converter are comparable to that of the PI controller. Thanks for the proposed controllers 

the DFIG wind turbine has a good performance as Figure 8. 

 Figure 6: Variable wind speed profile  

         

 Figure 7: A comparison of the errors of controllers for variable wind speed  
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        Figure 8: Performance of DFIG wind turbine with the proposed controllers for variable wind speed. 
 

5. Conclusion 

 

This paper proposed LQR based controllers for the DFIG wind turbine. The RSC’s 

controller is to control directly power in the stator side in order to get the maximum power 

output of the wind turbine and the reference reactive power in the stator winding side. The 

GSC’s controller aims to remain a constant voltage on the DC link and a constant reactive 

power output in the grid side converter. Simulation results depicted that with the suggested 

controllers, the errors between the reference values and actual values are smaller comparing 

to that of a PI controller and the DFIG wind turbine with proposed controllers has a good 

performance. 
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